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WHO are we ? 
                         Core Business:                                     
IBIX North America offers  a wide variety of  special 
cleaning and Coating systems serving a large 
customer base:   
Our Equipment was designed specifically to support -      
OIL & GAS, Power/Energy/Water Industries  
- Marine applications, Repair 
- Industrial Maintenance and Repair 
- Mining, Maintenance and Repair 
- Automotive, Restoration 
- Building /Structural,  REMEDIATION 
- Restoration/ Preservation 
- FOOD Industry, cleaning 

Our Systems are Mfg. compliant to  ASME Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel regulations since 2011 to the 
American Society Mechanical Engineers 
 
Going green for America…    

Portable  
Systems:   

NORTH AMERICA 



IBIX® for urban cleanliness and 
refurbishment 

IBIX ® is the reference technology for removing 
graffiti from stone, aluminium, and glass surfaces 

thanks to the use of ecological cleaning material and 
vaporized water, WITHOUT using aggressive 
chemical products that also involve disposal 

problems. 



IBIX H2O the perfect solution for 
Jaeger Meister Germany   

  
Jägermeister Braunschweig, Germany 
Cleaning of TANKS from very sticky residual  
Using water and Soda.  
NO Chemicals, for maintenance every three months, deep clean.  
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The operation of the 

IBIX system are 
simple,  

and consists of 3 parts  

NORTH AMERICA 



PRESSURE REGULATOR 
 

the pressure can be varied from  
0.2 (3 psi) to 8 bar (130 psi)  
Turning the Regulator clockwise to increase 
the pressure, 
turn the Regulator anti-clockwise to 
decrease the pressure 



MEDIA FLOW 
ADJUSTMENT 
turn the knob clockwise to shut off the flow of 
cleaning media, 
turn the knob anti-clockwise to increase the 
flow of cleaning media 

Start with the flow control (abrasive) valve fully 
closed and then to get the proper adjustment, 
turn the knob of the media screw until you start 
seeing the media coming out 
at this point, turn the knob anticlockwise  half a 
turn and the adjustment will be optimal 



controlling consistant Media FLOW 

   
IBIX  

   
        

 
 

     
Lid with spring 

       
       
       
       
       
       
   

 

  
Copperpipe 

       
      

Fine adjustments possible 

   

 

 

             
Sand The copperpipe allows continuous  

      
sand and airflowrates at the pistol 

      
The tank is completely pressurized 

      

and helps to drop the sand down to the 
 bottom 

       
       
       
       
     

Blasting Hose 

       
       
       
       
       
       
              

   

Most competitor's units sandflowrate depends on the gravity 
No fine adjustments possible 

  The sandflowrate changes from time to time 
 

    

 
 

      
       
       
       
       
       
      

Sand 
Sandtank 
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Push up valve 

air-sand mixing 
valve 



“IBIX®, a leader in developing technology and 
materials for low-pressure micro-aero-abrasive 

media cleaning.”  

  

WWW.IBIXUSA.COM 
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IBIX: the evolution of special cleaning   

IBIX® specializes in the design, making and marketing low-
pressure eco-friendly surface cleaning and conservation 
systems.   
It offers services and consultancy to solve surface 
cleaning, preparation and maintenance problems, promoting 
the use of IBIX low-pressure selective cleaning – systems 
that are innovative, high-performance and versatile.  
Thanks to its constant research and development in co-
operation with conservation experts and professionals, IBIX 
is now Technological leader in the field of low pressure 
selective surface cleaning. 
 
The IBIX system is currently sold in Italy and 28 other 
countries worldwide, by its partners and exclusive dealers.  
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IBIX® Philosophy  

One of the main values that IBIX promotes is respect 
for the environment; more specifically, the company’s 

philosophy is aimed at preserving and recouping 
historical, cultural and architectural heritage, 

For the next Generation  
 
 

And so our system is devised to have extremely low 
environmental impact that minimizes the production 

of pollutants and uses only non-toxic substances that 
can be reclaimed and re-used.  



The extremely low pressures under which the 
equipment can operate (down to 0.2 bar: the 
equivalent of a whisper) and the delicacy of the jet 
(thanks to the helical vortex) today make HELIX® 
the most suitable system for intervention on 
surfaces of artistic and architectural prestige, the 
HELIX system preserves the surface patina with no 
risk of uncontrolled abrasion of the surfaces. 
                   

 CH operators are able to rely on IBIX® systems for 
any media  cleaning procedure;  

 
the new HELIX® system provides a winning solution 

for all those interventions where helical air-vortex 
media cleaning systems are specified to ensure 
total delicacy and respect of historical surfaces 



!  HELIX® provides, for the same nozzle size, an increased 
tangential contact area, the action of the media per 
surface unit is maintained consistent and calibrated, this 
makes it possible to: 

"   increase the distance of the operator from the surface  

 

"   minimize invasiveness without losing the evenness and 
effectiveness  of cleaning  

 

"  avoid the operator having to make constant  

     corrections which can result in the loss of the layers to be 
conserved 



THE COMMITMENT OF IBIX TO RESTORATION  

Research for the development of cleaning methods 

L.A.P.I.S. di A .Lo Presti 

TREATABLE SURFACES  
 

 - Historic building materials  
Brickwork 

Bricks, architectural mouldings, roof tiles, Lombardy cotto floors  
and terra cotta tiles. 

Natural and artificial stone  
Sarnico stone and ceppo 

 
 - Modern building materials  

Concrete 
Conglomerates 

Vitrified stoneware and ceramic materials  
Artificial stone facing  

 
 - Natural and artificial stone  

Sedimentary and conglomerate stone  
Compact limestone (Botticino “marble”, Verona amonitic limestone, Venetian 

limestone) 
Marble (Carrara marble, Candoglia) 



Green for America 

!  Bi-Carbonate, Walnut, GMA-Garnet, ARMEX-Soda 

!  ALL capable in one System.. 



L’estrema maneggevolezza 
di IBIX®  

Tour Eiffel - Parigi (1889) 

Cleaning the stone supports: 
1200 sq.m of  

Soupe stone 
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Lion of St. Mark, Italian Consulate in Istanbul  

Cleaning the stone by removing three 
protective layers, working dry with the 
Garnet mineral after using calcium 
carbonate with nebulized water proved 
ineffective.  
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IBIX 25 Helix  
Selective paint 
removal from 
very deteriorated 
Franca stone 
with HELIX 9 and 
calcium 
carbonate 
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IBIX 25 Helix 

Cleaning of 
cristalline stone to 
remove black crust 
and layers of 
undesired and 
dangerous  
residues 

System used: HELIX 25 with a 4mm cone, 
almandine 200 mesh (IBIXART EXTRAFINE)  
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VENICE: Saint George Bell Tower  XVI Century 

Work  
Removing paint, preparing the surface 
as per grade SA 2.5 and repainting the 
rafters of the bell-room.  

Type of substrate 
800 sq m of iron beams. 
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RESTORATION OF OLD METAL SURFACES Foggia 
(Italy) – Cleaning of bronze statues 
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RESTORATION OF OLD METAL 
SURFACES 

!  Ministry of Culture, Malta 



IBIX 25 used for Masonry cleaning 
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IBIX, the best “green” solution for the  
Restoration of delicate wood projects 
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Restoration of wooden objects 
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Oulm- Salbertrand – Chapel wood door restoation project IBIX 25 

Before After 



Is On the Road for America…  

NORTH AMERICA 

 
 


